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Abstract
Vehicular Delay-Tolerant Networks (VDTNs) are a new approach for vehicular communications where vehicles
cooperate with each other, acting as the communication infrastructure, to provide low-cost asynchronous
opportunistic communications. These communication technologies assume variable delays and bandwidth
constraints characterized by a non-transmission control protocol/internet protocol architecture but interacting with
it at the edge of the network. VDTNs are based on the principle of asynchronous communications, bundle-oriented
communication from the DTN architecture, employing a store-carry-and-forward routing paradigm. In this sense,
VDTNs should use the tight network resources optimizing each opportunistic contact among nodes. Given the
limited contact times among nodes, fragmentation appears as a possible solution to improve the overall network
performance, increasing the bundle delivery probability. This article proposes the use of several fragmentation
approaches (proactive, source, reactive, and toilet paper) for VDTNs. They are discussed and evaluated through a
laboratory testbed. Reactive and toilet paper approaches present the best results. It was also shown that only the
source fragmentation approach presents worst results when compared with non-fragmentation approaches.
Keywords: vehicular delay-tolerant networks, vehicular communications, fragmentation, performance evaluation,
prototype
1. Introduction
Over the past years, researchers and the automotive indus-
try have driven joint efforts concerning Inter-Vehicle
Communication in order to provide better Intelligent
Transportation Systems, as well as drivers and passenger’s
assistance services [1-3]. The potential applications of
these networks that include, but is not limited to, road
traffic optimization, road safety, monitoring, driving assis-
tance, and a wide variety of commercial and entertainment
applications, also contribute to the growing interest of
vehicular networks. Comparing to other communication
systems, vehicular networks are characterized by several
and unique features, namely the intermittent connectivity
and the potential non-existence of an end-to-end path [4].
However, this type of networks has to deal with challen-
ging issues [5] (e.g., the high mobility of vehicles, the con-
stant network topology changing, or even the network
scale). To overcome the above-mentioned issues, several
approaches are emerging, such as Vehicular Ad Hoc
Networks (VANETs) [6,7], Delay-Tolerant Networks
(DTNs) [8], and more recently, Vehicular Delay-Tolerant
Networks (VDTNs) [9] that are considered in this study.
VDTNs use mobile nodes to enable communications in
remote and sparse scenarios characterized by disconnec-
tion, as well as urban scenarios. Three different types of
nodes may be combined in VDTNs networks: terminal,
relay, and mobile nodes. Terminal nodes are considered
access points to the VDTN network. Usually, they are
placed at the edge of the network. Stationary relay nodes
are fixed devices placed at roads intersections for increas-
ing the network connectivity, allowing mobile nodes to
put and gather data. These relay nodes increase the num-
ber of contacts among mobile nodes in order to increase
the bundle delivery probability by decreasing the bundles
average delay [10]. Finally, mobile nodes move along
roads, carrying data between terminal nodes. These mobile
nodes may also generate and receive data, acting as term-
inal nodes too.
Although taking several contributions from DTNs, the
VDTN architecture differs from them by introducing
an IP over VDTN approach. VDTNs also perform an
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out-of-band signalling, allowing the separation between
the control and data planes [9]. The control plane
assumes the signalling and resource reservation func-
tionalities in order to schedule data exchange among
nodes. It executes signalling messages exchange,
resources reservation to be used in data plane and rout-
ing functionalities, among others. The data plane
includes data carrying and exchange, queuing and sche-
duling, and traffic classification. Figure 1 illustrates con-
trol and data planes operation.
VDTNs implement a store-carry-and-forward paradigm
in order to solve problems caused by disconnection and
intermittency. Figure 2 presents the interactions between
VDTN network nodes and the store-carry-and-forward
paradigm.
Even with some distinctions when compared with the
DTN approach, VDTNs have to deal with the same pro-
blems related to the network connectivity. Most of them
are due to the high mobility and velocity of vehicles.
These aspects will directly affect the network performance
by causing constant network topology changes and limit
the contacts’ duration. The contact duration is a key fea-
ture in the study of fragmentation mechanisms for
VDTNs. When two network nodes meet and establish
contact, they have a limited period to exchange data bun-
dles. If the contact is suddenly interrupted and there are
still bundles being exchanged, these bundles will be
incomplete. If no fragmentation mechanism is considered,
the incomplete bundles will be discarded resulting in a
waste of network resources. This waste may lead to an
increase of the bundle average delay and, consequently,
decreases the bundle delivery probability. Thus, in order
to maximize the use of tight network resources and
increase the delivery ratio, this study presents, discusses
and analyses the performance of several fragmentation
mechanisms for VDTNs. The following fragmentation
approaches are studied: proactive, source, reactive and toi-
let paper.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. A brief
overview focusing on fragmentation for vehicular com-
munications is presented in Section 2, while Section 3
presents and describes the design of the proposed frag-
mentation mechanisms for VDTNs. Section 4 presents
the laboratory testbed used for performance evaluation
studies, and Section 5 focuses on the discussion of the
obtained results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the article
and points some directions that will be considered for
future study.
2. Related study
This section elaborates on the state-of-the-art about
fragmentation, considering different approaches, ranging
from IP to vehicular networks, and the corresponding
approaches to overcome it. In IP networks, fragmenta-
tion happens when an IP datagram has to travel through
a network with a Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU)
Figure 1 Illustration of the separation between the control and data planes performed by VDTNs.
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that is smaller than the size of the IP datagram. The IP
datagram is divided into fragments that will be reas-
sembled later at the receiving host. The reassembly pro-
cess uses several fields of the IP header such as IP
Source, Destination, Identification, Total Length and
Fragment Offset, or even the flags “More Fragments“ and
“Don’t Fragment“. The mechanisms for IP fragmentation
and reassembly are reported in [11].
Fragment datagrams in an IP network may lead to a
performance loss or to communications failures that
may increase the probability of packet loss [12]. For
these reasons, the IP fragmentation, despite being
allowed, is considered harmful. A possible solution to
avoid fragmentation is to determine the MTU of a cer-
tain path, in a dynamic way by sending multiple packets
with different sizes with the IP header “don’t fragment“
flag active. Other solutions may consider the choice of
the MTU based on the applications demands and con-
ventional prospects on the operating environment.
In vehicular networks, fragmentation is processed differ-
ently than IP fragmentation. This happens because, in
vehicular networks, there is an absence of an end-to-end
path, resulting in an intermittent connectivity. This inter-
mittent connectivity requires that every contact opportu-
nity must be used in the best possible way in order to
exchange as much bundles as possible. The main problem
of contact opportunities in vehicular networks is their lim-
ited time. This represents an important limitation, and
motivates the use of fragmentation approaches in such
networks. Fragmentation may also occur due to buffer
space constraints. When an entire bundle cannot be
exchanged because a node does not have enough space to
receive it, this bundle should be fragmented.
The authors of [13] propose a rate-adaptive protocol
that allows dynamic fragmentation in wireless local area
networks. This protocol tries to improve the throughput
based on fragment transmission bursts and channel
information. The amount of data for the next transmis-
sion is selected based on the channel information from
previous transmissions.
Ginzboorg et al. [14] formalize message fragmentation
in disruptive networks, such as vehicular networks, and
investigate the impact of fragmentation on message for-
warding over a single link. Authors also discuss several
fragmentation strategies for source nodes.
Legner [15] enumerates several approaches to over-
come fragmentation in mobile ad hoc networks, identi-
fying the modification of the node trajectory [16],
Epidemic routing approach [17] and delaying the mes-
sage relay [18].
In [19], an adaptive fragmentation scheme for
VANETs is presented. This approach relies on wireless
channel time varying property and on the VANETs net-
works load conditions.
Although there are several approaches to handle frag-
mentation in VANETs, some authors prefer to study
strategies to overcome the fragmentation problem. Joshi
[20] proposes a geocast protocol that implements a
Figure 2 Illustration of the store-carry-and-forward paradigm for VDTNs and the interactions between the three types of VDTN
network nodes (terminal, relay, and mobiles nodes).
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mechanism to overcome network fragmentation and
improve the performance of networks with sparse vehi-
cle distribution. In this study, three main strategies to
overcome fragmentation were identified: new neighbor
approach [18], periodic retransmissions [21] and vehicle
message ferry.
DTNs consider two types of fragmentation strategies:
proactive and reactive. In the proactive approach, nodes
are able to divide bundles into multiple fragments. These
resulting fragments will be transmitted and processed as
independent bundles. Only the final destination has the
ability to reassemble all the fragments into the original
bundle. This strategy is called proactive fragmentation
because nodes perform the fragmentation process based
on previous information about buffer conditions of the
next hop and available link time. Only after, the fragmen-
tation processed fragments are transmitted. The proac-
tive approach considers a special case, called source
fragmentation [22]. In this approach, bundles are frag-
mented at the time of its generation. After that, no more
fragmentation is allowed. In order to perform such
approach, source nodes split bundles in n non-overlap-
ping fragments with similar size. Thus, these fragments
are forwarded sequentially.
In the reactive strategy, and unlike the proactive strategy,
bundles are fragmented during the bundle transmission
when the available link suffers from an unexpected failure.
When this happens, both intervenient nodes have to
determine which part of the bundle was successfully trans-
ferred and which part was not. Thus, the receiver node
creates a bundle with the successfully received part of the
bundle while the sender creates a fragment with the
remaining part of the bundle. The toilet paper [23]
approach is a variant of the reactive fragmentation strat-
egy, where the size of the resulting fragment is not arbi-
trary, but defined by the originator.
The approach taken into account for DTNs may be
extended to the VDTN architecture, since they share sev-
eral features. The study proposed in [24] confirms this
statement. It presents several fragmentation techniques for
VDTNs in order to optimize the efficiency of data delivery
for the case of the short node contacts that characterize
vehicle networks. Another study considering VDTNs is
presented in [25]. In this study, the authors explore the
use of node localization in vehicles, offered by the global
positioning system (GPS). The use of GPS allows the esti-
mation of contacts duration that will prevent the transmis-
sion of incomplete bundles. With this information,
vehicles only schedule the transmission of bundles that
will be completely transmitted. Although permitted, this
study does not contemplate any fragmentation mechan-
ism. This section overviewed the most relevant literature
about fragmentation mechanism. Some of them can be
adapted and applied to VDTNs. It is expected that frag-
mentation strategies improve the VDTN network
performance.
3. Fragmentation strategies for VDTNs
VDTNs make use of vehicles to carry data between net-
work nodes. The high mobility of these vehicles leads to
constant network changes and limited contact durations.
When two vehicles meet, they start to exchange signal-
ing messages in order to determine the next hop condi-
tions (e.g. buffer space and power status) to perform the
routing decisions and select which bundles should be
exchanged among them. This process is performed at
the control plane. Afterwards, if there are bundles to
exchange, nodes start the data transfer among them
(performed at the data plane). This process is performed
until the contact time expires or the connection is bro-
ken. If such occurs, and a bundle is still being trans-
ferred, the receiver node will have an incomplete
bundle. Usually, this incomplete bundle will be deleted
resulting in a waste of network resources. If no frag-
mentation mechanisms are considered, then the bundle
has to be retransmitted. This will contribute to an
increase of the bundle delivery delay and consequently
to an increase of the probability of this bundle to be
dropped due to its Time-to-Live (TTL) expiration.
To improve the overall performance of VDTNs by
increasing the bundle delivery ratio and decreasing the
bundle delivery delay, several fragmentation strategies
based on the DTN architecture are proposed (proactive,
proactive source, reactive and toilet paper).
3.1. Proactive fragmentation
Proactive fragmentation may be performed at any network
node, when the amount of data to exchange is higher than
the allowed time for a contact. This type of fragmentation
is performed when the VDTN node is performing the con-
trol plane operations. At each contact opportunity, both
nodes in contact perform control plane functions to iden-
tify the contact time and select which bundles should be
transferred. Afterwards, based on knowledge about the
expected uptime of the available link or the buffer status
of the next hop, the fragmentation module determines
which bundles will be entirely transferred and which bun-
dles may be fragmented. After the bundle fragmentation,
fragments will be treated as independent bundles for rout-
ing decisions and buffer management. Only the final desti-
nation of fragments has the ability to reassemble all the
fragments into the original bundle. If a fragment does not
reach the destination, due to TTL expiration or to buffer
congestion, the bundle is lost. Figure 3 illustrates the
proactive fragmentation module operations described
above.
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A special case of proactive fragmentation is the source
fragmentation. It differs from the above-presented
scheme by fragmenting bundles with a given size, at the
time of its creation. After the fragmentation at the
source nodes, no further fragmentation is done. This
means that only fragments will be exchanged between
network nodes, on the contrary to what happens in the
proactive scheme. Figure 4 illustrates the operations
Calculate the 
amount of data 
that can be 
transferred
Can include 
complete 
bundle?
Mark bundle to 
be scheduled
Yes
Can transfer 
more data?
No
Fragment
bundle
Mark bundle 
fragment to be 
scheduled
Yes
Fragmentation Module
Proactive Fragmentation
No
Figure 3 Fragmentation module performing the proactive fragmentation in VDTNs, after concluding the control plane operations.
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performed by the proactive source fragmentation mod-
ule during the bundles creation.
3.2. Reactive fragmentation
In the reactive fragmentation, two main strategies are
considered: reactive and toilet paper. In order to perform
the reactive fragmentation approach, at the data plane,
nodes have to be able to determine which part of the
bundle has been successfully transferred during the data
exchange. This process must be performed since the
reactive fragmentation is considered when a link failure
occurs or when the contact time expires during data
exchange, resulting on the transfer of incomplete bun-
dles. The agreement on the part of the bundle that is suc-
cessfully transferred is done using the following method:
the server sends a bundle by blocks, and at the end of
each block, an acknowledgment is sent to the client that
confirms its reception, sending an acknowledgment to
the server. Using this method both sides know exactly
which part of the bundle has successfully been trans-
ferred. When the communication is broken or inter-
rupted, the receiver creates a fragment with the delivered
part of the bundle and the sender creates a fragment with
the remaining part of the bundle. Figure 5 illustrates the
operations of the fragmentation module for the above-
presented reactive fragmentation scheme.
A special case of reactive fragmentation is the toilet
paper approach. The process is identical to the reactive
process, but instead of creating a fragment with an arbi-
trary size, the resulting fragment will have a size defined
by the originator.
4. VDTN@Lab testbed
The VDTN@Lab is a laboratory testbed that was created
to demonstrate, evaluate and validate VDTNs.
Moreover, the VDTN architecture with the different
proposed fragmentation approaches was developed and
it is shown in Figure 6. It allows the emulation of the
VDTN protocols, services and applications. Desktops,
laptops, netbooks and robotic cars compose this testbed.
Terminal and relay nodes are emulated using desktops
and laptops (iMacs Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo 2.66 GHz
+ 4 GB RAM), while mobile nodes are emulated cou-
pling netbooks (HP Mini Intel(R) Atom 1.66 GHz + 1
GB RAM) on LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT robots.
These LEGO robots are programmed in order to enable
different mobility patterns (bus movement or random
movement) across roads. All nodes are equipped with
Bluetooth and IEEE 802.11b/g devices to allow the
separation of control and data planes. Several software
modules were deployed on the network nodes to per-
form the VDTN operations and even several manage-
ment tools and statistical reports. Figure 7 shows the
application user’s interface of a mobile node.
For the performance study of the above-presented frag-
mentation mechanisms, a scenario was set up with three
terminal nodes placed at different edges of the laboratory,
two relay nodes that are located at roads intersections
and four mobile nodes that have a random movement
across roads. Deploying a testbed in a laboratory scenario
imposes some challenges and constraints, like the
required physical space or the representation of the vehi-
cles velocities. Due to space limitations, the number of
mobile nodes is limited to four. In addition, these mobile
nodes move at different speeds, emulating average veloci-
ties about 48, 40, 36 and 24 km/h. These values were
obtained taking into account the information gathered
from a study performed by real vehicles [26]. In parallel,
it is assumed a scale of 1:50 (1 m at the laboratory
testbed represents 50 m in a real scenario). Figure 8
Generate 
bundle
Fragment
bundle into n 
fragments
Add fragments 
to node buffer
Fragmentation Module
Proactive Source Fragmentation
Figure 4 VDTNs fragmentation module performing the source fragmentation at bundles creation time.
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More blocks 
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Figure 5 Client fragmentation module operations when a reactive fragmentation is performed.
Figure 6 Developed architecture with the proposed fragmentation approaches for VDTN experiments.
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shows photos of the VDTN@Lab testbed presenting
some nodes interactions and behaviours.
The buffer nodes have different capacities according
to the functions they perform. Terminal nodes have a
buffer with capacity of 50 MB, relay nodes have 75 MB
and mobile nodes have a buffer with a capacity of about
25 MB.
To allow a more accurate study about the impact of
fragmentation mechanisms on the performance of
VDTNs, a set of configurations should be considered.
The software modules generate data bundles every 20 s
with a random destination node. The size of these bun-
dles is uniformly distributed between 256 and 8192 kby-
tes and its TTL is fixed at 20 min. When buffer
congestion occurs or their TTL expires, bundles are
dropped, deleting data from buffers according to a FIFO
dropping policy. Bundles are scheduled according to a
FIFO scheduling policy.
Experiments were conducted considering three differ-
ent routing protocols, namely, Epidemic [17], binary
Spray and Wait [27] and PRoPHET [28]. Epidemic does
not require any prior knowledge about the network. In
this routing protocol, bundles are replicated to all
encountered nodes. Epidemic suffers from the disadvan-
tages of flooding as the node density increases. In an
environment with infinite buffer resources and band-
width, this protocol provides an optimal solution, since
it delivers all the bundles that can possibly be delivered
in the minimum amount of time.
Spray and Wait limits the number of bundle copies
created per bundle in order to control flooding. Bundle
copies are initially sprayed (i.e. distributed) to nodes
until the number of copies is depleted (in this study it is
assumed that this number is 3). Two spraying schemes
are proposed in [27]. In the source spray scheme, the
source node forwards one of the copies to each encoun-
tered node until the copy limit is reached. In the binary
spray scheme, half of the bundle copies are forwarded
to each encountered node. If the destination node is not
found during the “spray phase”, then at the “wait phase”
direct transmission is performed (i.e. the bundle copy
left is forwarded only to its destination).
Figure 7 Software interface of a VDTN mobile node.
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PRoPHET is a probabilistic routing protocol. It con-
siders the history of node encounters and transitivity
information to calculate a probabilistic metric called
delivery predictability. This metric is used to decide
whether or not to forward bundles at contact opportu-
nities. A bundle is forwarded to another node if the
delivery predictability of the destination of the bundle is
higher at that node.
Epidemic, Spray and Wait, and PRoPHET routing pro-
tocols have been used as VANET routing protocols in
[29-31], respectively.
Performance metrics considered in the conducted
experiments are the bundle delivery probability and the
bundle average delay. The bundle delivery probability
(Bdp) is measured as the relation between the number
of unique delivered bundles (Udb) and the number of
created bundles (Bc). Equation 1 shows how this metric
is calculated.
Bdp =
Udb
Bc
(1)
The bundle average delay (Ad) is measured as the aver-
age time between bundle creation (Ct) and the corre-
sponding delivery (Dt). It is calculated according to
Equation 2, where N is the number of single delivered
bundles.
Ad =
∑N
1 (Dt − Ct)
N
(2)
These metrics are recorded for unfragmented bundles
and for the four above-presented fragmentation
mechanisms: proactive, proactive source (considering
three equal size fragment case), reactive and toilet paper
(with 128 kB fragments).
5. Performance analysis
To analyze the impact of the above-presented fragmen-
tation mechanisms for VDTNs, several experiments
were conducted on the VDTN@Lab testbed. Each result
represents an average of 30 experiments.
This study starts with the results observed for the dif-
ferent fragmentation mechanisms when the Epidemic
routing protocol is considered. As may be seen in Figure
9, the reactive mechanism contributes to an increase of
the bundle delivery probability when compared to the
proactive and non-fragmentation approaches. For exam-
ple, comparing to the non-fragmentation strategy, the
reactive mechanism presents gains of 1, 3, 6, 5, 17 and
23% (for bundles sizes equal to 256, 512, 1024, 2048,
4096 and 8192 kbytes, respectively). The toilet paper
approach presents gains of 3, 4, 9, 8, 15 and 22% when
compared to the same non-fragmentation strategy.
Although the proactive mechanism has a very similar
performance when compared to the reactive mechanism
it performs slightly worse, decreasing the bundle deliv-
ery probability in 1, 2, 2, 1, 3 and 4%. The other proac-
tive mechanism, proactive source, always perform worse
than the remaining fragmentation approaches, except
for the case of bundle size equal to 8192 kbytes, where
Figure 8 Photos of the VDTN@Lab testbed scenario.
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the non-fragmentation approach has the worst perfor-
mance. This occurs because with the proactive source
approach, all fragments have to reach the final destina-
tion in order to be reassembled into the original bundle.
Using Epidemic routing protocol, which makes no con-
trol on the bundle replication process, buffer congestion
becomes more frequent and most fragments of bundles
will be dropped.
The results observed for the bundle average delay are
shown in Figure 10. With the introduction of fragmen-
tation mechanisms and the increase of bundle size,
bundles tend to be delivered slightly sooner than with-
out fragmentation strategies. However, the latencies
are fairly similar not representing a significant gain or
loss.
Now the study focuses on the impact of fragmentation
mechanisms when the Binary Spray and Wait is consid-
ered. Figure 11 shows the obtained results. As may be
seen, and like in the previous study, the reactive mechan-
ism perform better than the remaining mechanisms.
When compared to the non-fragmentation, reactive
mechanism presents gains of 2, 1, 7, 9, 20 and 33% (for
bundles sizes equal to 256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096 and
8192 kbytes, respectively). The toilet paper approach pre-
sents gains of 1, 2, 8, 11, 20 and 30% when compared
with the same non-fragmentation mechanism. The proac-
tive mechanism performs slightly worse, when comparing
with the reactive strategies. It increases the bundle deliv-
ery probability by about 1, 1, 4, 7, 17 and 29% when com-
pared to the non-fragmentation approach. As expected,
Figure 9 Bundle delivery probability as function of bundle size for the considered fragmentation approaches using Epidemic routing
protocol.
Figure 10 Bundle average delay as function of bundle size for the considered fragmentation approaches using Epidemic routing
protocol.
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the proactive source mechanism performs worse than the
other fragmentation mechanisms.
The results obtained for the bundle average delay are
shown in Figure 12. Like in what happened in the Epi-
demic study, in this study both reactive and proactive
mechanisms tend to deliver bundles slightly sooner than
the non-fragmentation mechanism as the bundle size
increases. However with the increase of the bundle size,
the proactive source mechanism performs worse than
the remaining mechanisms.
To conclude this section, the results obtained about
the impact of fragmentation mechanisms considering
the PRoPHET routing protocol are discussed. As may
be seen in Figure 13, and confirming the results
obtained in previous studies, the use of both reactive
mechanisms contributes to an increase of the bundle
delivery probability. The reactive strategy increases the
bundle delivery probability by about 2, 8, 6, 13 and 14%
when compared to the non-fragmentation approach (for
bundles sizes equal to 512, 1024, 2048 and 4096 kbytes,
respectively). Comparatively to the non-fragmentation
mechanism, the toilet paper approach increases the bun-
dle delivery probability by about 1, 10, 11, 11 and 12%.
On the other hand, the proactive mechanism performs
slightly worse than the reactive mechanisms. When
compared to the reactive mechanism, it decreases the
bundle delivery probability by about 1, 1, 3, 2, 4 and 5%.
However, when compared to the non-fragmentation
mechanism, this mechanism presents gains of 1, 5, 4, 9
and 10%. The proactive source mechanism always
Figure 11 Bundle delivery probability as function of bundle size for the considered fragmentation approaches using Spray and Wait
routing protocol.
Figure 12 Bundle average delay as function of bundle size for the considered fragmentation approaches using Spray and Wait
routing protocol.
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performs worse when compared with the non-fragmen-
tation mechanism except for the case of bundles with
8192 kbytes of size.
With these results it was shown that with the increase
of bundles size, the use of fragmentation mechanisms
provides a significant gain. This occurs due to the con-
tact durations that are limited on VDTN networks.
Increasing bundles size while maintaining contact dura-
tions will result in less complete bundles transmitted.
Without fragmentation mechanisms, bundles will be lost
resulting in a waste of network resources.
Figure 14 presents the results obtained for the same
routing protocol but considering the bundle average
delay. As may be seen, all the studied fragmentation
mechanisms present similar results. However, the proac-
tive source mechanism tends to deliver bundles slightly
later as the bundles size increase.
6. Conclusions and future study
In this article, several DTN-based fragmentation strate-
gies (proactive, proactive source, reactive and toilet
paper) were adapted and deployed on VDTNs. A study
considering the impact of these fragmentation mechan-
isms on the performance of VDTNs was conducted
through the VDTN@Lab testbed. Through the experi-
ments, it was observed that reactive fragmentation
Figure 13 Bundle delivery probability as function of bundle size for the considered fragmentation approaches using PRoPHET routing
protocol.
Figure 14 Bundle average delay as function of bundle size for the considered fragmentation approaches using PRoPHET routing
protocol.
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appears to be a suitable solution to improve the bundle
delivery ratio, while the bundle average delay remains
practically the same. The gains are particularly signifi-
cant for larger bundle sizes.
Experiments were carried out considering the four
above-presented fragmentation mechanisms when
enforced on three routing protocols: Epidemic, Spray
and Wait and PRoPHET. Spray and Wait protocol pre-
sents the best results for all the considered fragmenta-
tion approaches in terms of bundle delivery probability.
This happens since Spray and Wait limits the number
of copies in the network. This means that buffer conges-
tion is less likely to occur, or occurs later in each
testbed experiment. Because of this, bundles will be
dropped mostly due to TTL expiration and not by buf-
fer congestion, allowing more bundles or fragments to
reach its final destination.
For all the considered routing protocols, the proactive
fragmentation mechanism and both reactive mechanisms
improved the bundle delivery ratio when compared to
the non-fragmentation case. Only the proactive source
mechanism constantly performs worse. The reactive
mechanisms perform better due to an improved duplicate
detection, leading to a superior buffer utilization that
reduces the buffer congestion. However, with the increas-
ing of the bundle size their performance drops. This
means that a larger number of fragments are created but
not all of them are delivered. In terms of bundle average
delay it was shown that different fragmentation mechan-
isms have a similar performance, when compared to the
non-fragmentation mechanisms.
The extension of the laboratory testbed, with the intro-
duction of more routing protocols, such as MaxProp, and
more mobility models for mobile nodes are included on
the authors’ plans for future studies. Networks manage-
ment, cooperation approaches and a real deployment of
VDTNs may also be included for further study.
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